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The Limerick Bastille Day Wild Geese Festival, in partnership with the Embassy of 
France in Ireland and the Holman Lee Agency, and with the support of the Limerick 
City & County Council, presents: 

 
The first ever couture show in Ireland bringing together some of the most talented French, 
Irish and Franco-Irish designers advocating for a sustainable fashion industry! A truly 
extraordinary event during which over 30 designers, from established brands to rising star 
designers, will display their amazing creations in Limerick, at 7.45pm on Saturday 16 
July, in the mangificent surroundings of St Mary’s Cathedral, for one of the most striking 
fashion shows. Named after lady Honora Burke, Patrick Sarsfield’s wife, whose looks, style 
and charisma caused a sensation at the royal court of Saint-Germain, where the couple 
went into exile in 1691 following the Flight of the Wild Geese, this top-notch event will make 
the history of the Treaty City rhyme with modernity, creativity, sustainability and diversity! 
 
Click here to book your free seat (please note that reservations will open on July 1st  – This 
link to the Eventbrite booking page will become active only then). 
 

   
 

Special thanks to Hugh Campbell Hair Studio and the Beauty Atelier for their support 
 

   

https://www.eventbrite.ie/e/the-honora-french-irish-sustainable-couture-show-tickets-363555372907
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LIST OF PARTICIPATING DESIGNERS & BRANDS 
 
All of the participating designers/brands have been selected for their particular focus on a 
more sustainable way of envisaging fashion production. 
 
Click on the logos to visit their websites 
 
 

 
 
Aatise offers customizable women's and men's clothing, made on demand and in limited 
series in favour of zero waste, without stock or surplus, in environmentally friendly 
materials. Promoting French craftsmanship is a more sustainable way of producing and 
consuming clothing to reduce our carbon footprint and protect our planet. With today's fast 
fashion and overconsumption, the search for meaning has become central. Our challenge 
is to achieve a more responsible and sustainable change in fashion. 
 
 

 

 
Alexandra Zolich is an artist and designer who moved to Ireland to study textile design at 
NCAD in Dublin. Alexandra’s passion for combining art with textiles led to her own brand, 
Alexa Design, which can be found in Marion Cuddy, Powerscourt Townhouse Centre, 
Dublin and also in The Design Loft, Powerscourt Estate, Enniskerry, Co.Wicklow. The 
products designed and created in Ireland by Alexandra are luxury handmade Nuno felted 
ladies’ scarves. Nuno felting is a fabric felting technique that bonds loose fiber into sheer 
fabric such as silk, creating a lightweight felt. Alexandra’s designs are nature inspired, 
individual and unique in which she uses a wide palette of colors to create a truly impressive 

https://www.aatise.com
https://www.facebook.com/Alexa-Design-1424809834269571/photos/?ref=page_internal
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work of art and pure garment poetry. Her label can be found in Marion Cuddy Irish 
Designers Emporium Powerscourt Dublin 2. 
 
 

 
   
Alliées is a women's ready-to-wear brand, made in France. It was born from a creative 
utopia: To become a springboard brand for young designers and to invent together a 
colorful, graphic and inspiring wardrobe. We manufacture our clothes with quality local 
know-how, in the South of France, mostly with a network of independent seamstresses. 
With a "Slow-fashion" approach, we produce in limited edition, all in short circuit by 
resourcing quality materials from large houses or by using certified natural materials. In 
order to limit waste, we use our own ends of rolls for unique pieces and accessories. Alliées 
mixes styles, materials and universes, because fashion has no limit, it's up to you. A brand 
that wants to be original, comfortable and very "stylish"! 
 
 

 
Aoife’s designs have been seen worn by ladies at major Irish racing events, and have 
graced the pages of Ireland’s leading fashion publications, including Image, The Irish 
Times Magazine, Social & Personal Magazine, and The Sunday Times STYLE Magazine. 
Aoife has a wholesale collection that is stocked in several boutiques in Ireland, UK & US. 
Her label can be found in Marion Cuddy Irish Designers Emporium Powerscourt Dublin 2. 
 
 

 
Aoife Kennedy graduated from CCAD, Ireland with an honours degree in Fine art and 
textile design in 2009. Aoife moved to Paris in 2010, where she gained experience in the 
luxury industry, working for international brands and fashion houses, as well as having the 
opportunity to collaborate with some of the best couturiers in the world. In 2015 Aoife began 
focusing on creating her own signature designs. Working with delicate fabrics such as silk 
and lace from her studio in Paris. Aoife sucessfully launched her brand in Ireland in 2020. 

https://alliees.fr
https://www.aoifeharrisondesign.ie/
https://www.aoifekennedyparis.com/
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Aoife McNamara is a luxury sustainable fashion brand that creates unique garments 
inspired by nature, to protect nature. Founded in 2019, Aoife McNamara reimagines the 
future of sustainable design by reconnecting the fashion industry to the natural world. The 
brand values creativity and beauty, people and planet, quality over quantity. It aims to 
create beauty, not destroy it. The founder of the business, Aoife McNamara, has always 
had a passion for the natural world. After securing an Honours degree from Limerick 
School of Art & Design, and gaining industry experience in Paris and New York, Aoife was 
determined to create unique Irish garments that were at peace with the planet. Since 2019, 
the brand has gained a cult following online and established a flagship store in a thatched 
cottage in Adare, Co. Limerick. Aoife fosters a culture of grassroots collaboration and 
community empowerment by partnering with local suppliers and artists. Her award-winning 
collections are inspired by Ireland’s wild beauty and are driven by innovative practices. 
 
 

Bowman Lynch Design 
 
Stephen Lynch, founded Bowman Lynch Designs in 2014, creating Bespoke Bridal and 
Occassion wear for ladies. Branching out into Handmade by Stephen Lynch in 2021 has 
allowed the introduction of Restyles and 100% sustainable designs. 
Creating new designs with pre loved garments and accessories alongside new, allows for 
balancing out of the carbon footprint left behind, whilst breathing new life into once 
forgotten items.  
 
 
 

 

 
My journey into millinery did not come about by the usual route. Always an avid race-goer, 
I struggled to find for unique hats that would give my outfit that edge when entering Ladies 
Day competitions at the races. By applying a little ingenuity to the problem, I decided to 
make my own. After winning the title of Best Dressed Lady at the Galway Races in 2008 
in a self made headpiece, I invested my cash prize into learning more about the craft of 

http://www.handmadebystephenlynch.com/
https://aoifemcnamara.com/
https://carolkennellymillinery.com/
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making hats and headpieces. Two years later Carol Kennelly Millinery was 
launched.  Drawing from my personal experiences, my speciality is racing headwear, hats 
and headpieces that are a blend of drama and elegance, guaranteed to make the wearer 
stand out from the crowd. Since the launch of Carol Kennelly Millinery in 2010, my designs 
have consistently been worn by Best Dressed winners at racecourses worldwide. As well 
as designing racing millinery, I also make both bespoke and ready made hats and 
headpieces for wedding guests, brides and mother of the bride/groom. 
 
 

 
A graduate of The Limerick School of Art and design Caroline Mitchell has been a Knitwear 
Designer in Limerick City for nearly twenty years, having worked with several Irish and 
International companies before setting up her own label. Caroline’s unique designs feature 
hand beaded, crochet and embroidered details on easy to wear shapes, with a focus on 
colour, texture and comfort. She works with luxurious yarns from France and Italy with 
Swarovski Crystals and beads from India. Her distinctive designs are timeless and flatter 
any figure. Caroline specialises in designing for special occasions, Mother of the Bride or 
Groom, and also for the Bride, as well as stocking several exclusive boutiques with her 
unique ready to wear collections. A member of the Council of Irish Fashion 
Designers and DCCOI, Caroline’s work has featured on The Breakfast show and Expose 
on TV3 and Nationwide on RTE, Social& Personal Magazine, Sunday Independent LIFE 
Magazine, and many more. In 2016 she was nominated for Best Designer at the Irish 
Fashion Innovation Awards. All of Caroline’s knitwear is designed and made in Limerick. 
 
 

 

 
‘Not Another White Dress’ is a tribute to the modern, unconventional bride. A celebration 
of unique beginnings and future memories. Created in 2020 by Carolyn O’Sullivan. 
Designed & made in Ireland. A designer and skilled patternmaker, Carolyn is all about the 
detail and never compromises on finish or impeccable fit. The brand aesthetics combine 
vibrant hues with exquisite cuts, and unique textiles sourced from all over the world. 
Carolyn creates personalised bespoke designs with a hint of magic for each bride. There 
are no rules. Collaboration between designer and bride is central to the process. “It is my 

https://carolinemitchellknitwear.com/
https://notanotherwhitedress.ie/
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job to listen to your dreams and combine them with my skills and expertise to create 
something that is truly ‘You’, whether that’s a touch of colour or an explosion of the 
rainbow”. 
 
 

 
In 2013 Charlotte graduated from Dublin Institute of Design and went on to work with Diane 
von Furstenburg in London and Paris. She came home to Ireland to work with Bespoke 
Bridal Designer Dawn Fitzgerald and Irish Fashion Houses, Jennifer Rothwell and feeG. 
Inspired by the romance and decadence of a bygone era, Charlottes’ work is epitomised 
by modern elegance with a timeless, feminine and effortless attitude. Elegant, stylish, 
modern and Sleek. Each Charlotte Lucas piece is artfully crafted and uses delicate fabrics, 
embroideries, and lace to covey the same timeless, feminine, and ethereal nature that is 
the Charlotte Lucas handwriting. Her label can be found in Marion Cuddy Irish Designers 
Emporium Powerscourt Dublin 2. 
 
 

 

 
Colin Horgan is a Fashion Designer originally from Kerry, Ireland. Horgan graduated from 
MA Fashion Womenswear programme at the Royal College of Art in 2017 where he closed 
the show with his visually stimulating collection " Brisk". Irish born, Horgan takes inspiration 
from strength in women in his family and juxtaposes them with surreal women that inspired 
him through his early youth. Hyper sensational silhouettes that race around the body 
circulate downwards ,while long and lean shapes lift the body. His brand is about letting 
the garment transport one into the newer self, never looking back. Worn by celebrities such 
as Dua Lipa, Little Mix and many more 
 
 

https://www.charlottelucasstyle.com/home-1
http://www.colin-horgan.com
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"Coming from a line of entrepreneurs in the textile mills of Northern France and having 
learned to sew by family tradition before learning to ride a bike, I founded a house that 
resembles me, to offer women timeless and refined fashion, made from traditional and 
natural textiles. The DeBUCHY-PARIS Maison de couture, located in the heart of Paris, 
allows us to perpetuate the heritage of French know-how." Founded in 2019 by designer 
Bérengère DeBuchy, DeBUCHY-PARIS offers a women's line, made in France and 
positioned on a Premium segment. DeBUCHY-PARIS wishes to glorify the French dress 
codes that draw a distinguished woman without being sophisticated, the subtle secret of 
French elegance. We make all their clothes in our Parisian workshops. In 2020, we 
received the “Fabriqué à Paris” label. 
 
 
 

Deirdre Collins 
 
A former graduate of the the Mallow college of design and tailoring, Deirdre Collins is a 
talented designer who notably won the CULTUR’ AU FIL award in France in 2012, against 
8 other countries, judged by international designer, Paco Rabanne. Deirdre went on to win 
Cork designer of the year in 2013 and she continues to design and create bespoke pieces 
from her home in Clonakilty.  
 
 

 
 
Catherine McCormack in Adare presents French brand Edward Achour. Inspired by the 
dramatic elegance of French couture, Edward Achour is known for its tweed-style 
separates. The namesake designer sent drawings to Yves Saint Laurent in his teens 
before cutting his teeth at global brands. Decorated with signature gold buttons, the 
selection of jackets includes cropped styles and oversized shackets. Complete your look 
with matching shorts, not forgetting tweed waistcoats and shift dresses to layer. 
 

https://www.instagram.com/deirdrecollins_/
https://www.debuchy-paris.com/
https://www.catherinemccormack.com/
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Eco-responsible women's ready-to-wear brand based in Paris and created in 2010 by 
Gaëlle Constantini. "I design clothes to make women feel confident, to be proud of 
themselves, of what they are capable of and what they achieve. With this confidence, which 
makes the eyes shine and the hearts beat, they will be able to instil the love and caring 
that the world needs. Gaëlle Constantini's eco-responsible clothing collections are based 
on a caring and optimistic vision of the creation of new clothing. Our global sustainable 
development project around fashion is based on 5 commitments, eco-design, upcycling, 
timelessness, solidarity-based manufacturing, transparency and the circular economy. 
 

 

Gertrude Sampson 
 
Gertrude Sampson has been designing knitwear for over twenty years. Based in 
Dingle,Ireland for the past 17 years her work has continued to evolve and grow. She uses 
a mixture of Italian luxury yarns with traditional aran wool in order to reflect textural 
contrasts in our landscape along with natures colour palette. Her rule of thumb is that a 
piece has to make one want to touch it, gaze at it, wonder at it and ultimately wear it again 
and again. She believes a piece has to feel good, look great and suit the wearer in order 
to make the wearer feel good and reap the compliments. The reason why Gertrude has 
been successful producing knitwear in Ireland, and selling it at home and abroad for over 
twenty years is thus: it makes people look and feel good. Her label can be found in Marion 
Cuddy Irish Designers Emporium Powerscourt Dublin 2. 
 

 
  
Ginette Garde is above all a family story: Manon Roussel, the founder, followed in the 
footsteps of her grandmother from whom she inherited her passion for fashion. Ginette 
Garde is also the combination of a desire to preserve French know-how and a tireless 

http://www.gertrudesampson.com/
http://www.gaelleconstantini.com
https://www.ginettegarde.com/
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creativity that reinvents each month an elegant and feminine way of dressing, so that every 
women can feel beautiful and unique in their clothes. 
Our commitment: all our creations are exclusively made in France. The selection of 
materials of mostly natural origins and from France and Europe are carefully chosen on 
composition, outfit and origin. 
To limit our ecological impact, we have decided to minimize the production circuit which 
takes place entirely in Paris, from the design to the delivery of Ginette Garde creations in 
our offices in Paris, Rue Blondel. We are happy and proud to offer you parts 100% made 
in France. 
 
 

 
French born fashion designer Delphine Grandjouan, fell in love with the romantic west of 
Ireland in her twenties and has been settled here ever since… rooting her inspiration in the 
haunting dance between mountains & sea that she can gaze at, from her design studio, 
every day… She moved seamlessly from her BA in philosophy, to fabric design (signing 
off the ubiquitous Riverdance Green velvet devoré chosen by Joan Bergin for the lead 
dancer’s outfit), to evening wear (selling her evening-wear to the U.S. & Middle East from 
Paris Fashion Week) to finally settle at home with the increasing demands of her Award 
Winning bespoke, couture Bridal & Occasion wear business. Her mother Christine, always 
an adventurous spirit, joined full time at that stage and together they have formed the 
friendly, supportive team that has made House of of Delphine, a by-word for delicate 
craftsmanship and feminine elegance, over the last 20 years! 
 
 

Humility  
 
Humility's clothes are characterised by their simplicity and are perfect for women with 
exquisite tastes. Minimalist designs, the use of natural fabrics, clean cuts and a perfect 
harmony between colours. Humility can be found in Flax in Bloom, on Denmark street, 
Limerick. 
 
 

https://flaxinbloomboutique.com/search?q=Humility
https://houseofdelphine.com/
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Ela Maria in Newcastle West present French brand IRO. IRO represents a female and 
modern silhouette which is a blend of a luxury and casual look. Aside with its passion for 
excellence and its sense of style, the brand aims at promoting its products’ design and 
quality, while remaining committed to its clients. Created in 2005 between Paris and New 
York, by Arik and Laurent Bitton, two visionary young men who are both passionate about 
music, architecture and design, IRO offers bold collections. Open to the world, modern and 
connected, IRO has been developing a global presence since its creation, though the most 
selective distributors and its stores all over the world.  
 
 

Isabelle O’Neill Monnier 
 
Isabelle O'Neill Monnier is My name is originally from Brittany, and has been living in 
Ireland for over 20 years. In 2019 she completed my Diploma in Fashion Design at Mallow 
College of Design and Tailoring. This experience unleashed her creativity and love for 
Textile art, which is now the path she is following by creating her own contemporary 
stitched designs labeled “Textile Memories”. The design, colours and contrasting patterns 
of this collection were inspired by the breakwaters of Saint-Malo, her native town in France. 
The first garment she will be showcasing is a trendy jumpsuit with a large hood, large puffy 
short sleeves, semi-cropped loose trousers with a lowered crotch line, tightening at the 
lower leg with straps. She used a stripy brown and gold fabric which she placed in different 
directions to play with the lines and colour reflections. The garment is completed with a 
statement belt made out of a recycled blind. Twenty-five individually folded split boxes are 
hand sewn in 7 rows and assembled on a back piece. The belt is worn to the side (with 
buckle on front). Her second garment is a two-layer coat made of a long asymmetrical 
under tailcoat, topped with a flap jacket in a contrasting fabric and cape style sleeves. The 
two pieces are joined at the collar to make one stylish garment. Her third and last garment 
is a draping project: the green gown is made out of a curtain veil and was draped on a 
mannequin. It is cinched at the waist and has a voluminous skirt. She used the original 
cord of the veil to create a feature at the back and also as ties for the dress at shoulder 
level. 
 
 
 
 

https://www.instagram.com/p/Cd8ICmVKv7l/?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y=
https://elamaria.ie/collections/iro
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La Fée Maraboutée offers a wide range of chic, timeless clothing that is added to and 
enhanced over time. It casts its spell by drawing on positive influences and original 
contrasts to create timeless collections that cleverly mix eras, proportions and materials. 
La Fée Maraboutée can be found in Flax in Bloom, on Denmark street, Limerick. 
 
 

Laura Serafino 
 
An esthete and an admirer of craftmanship, Laura Serafino is a graduate of the prestigious 
Institut Français de la Mode in Paris. She is a talented early-career French designer who 
has worked for Longchamp’s clothing range and is currently a Collection Assistant in 
Maison CHANEL. She has always been fascinated by the main French Maisons de 
couture’s savoir-faire. Her artistic identity is characterized by a contemporary approach 
and her need to question the perception we have of our daily life, our environment and our 
relationship to social diktats. She likes to challenge conventions by playing on paradoxes 
and she designs clothes for both women and men. Her collection is named “J’y songe… 
j’y songe…” (“Thinking about it…”) and will reflect her commitment towards a sustainable 
and environmentally-friendly fashion. 
 
 

 

 
A graduate of the Limerick School of Arts & Design, Linda Wilson established her company 
in 2000. Linda’s main interest has always been in textiles. “I love to produce garments that 
are distinctively different, creating my own fabrics and turning them into unique and 
contemporary clothing.” To further this interest in creating textiles with a difference and to 
aid in the growth of her business, in 2003 Linda returned to education to complete a 1 year 
postgraduate qualification in industrial knit technology. Colour and texture are very 
important to the label, and her background of growing up on a small farm in rural Donegal 
in the late 1970’s and 80’s can be felt in the garments that she creates. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/laura-serafino-44885512a
https://flaxinbloomboutique.com/search?q=La+F%C3%A9e+Marabout%C3%A9e
https://www.lindawilsonknitwear.com/
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Some of our models will be carrying bags (pliages) from famous French luxury brand 
Longchamp. Designed by Philippe Cassegrain in 1993, Le Pliage has achieved cult status 
worldwide. It all began when he had the ingenious idea of using nylon destined for the 
military to create innovative bags that were sturdy yet light. Today, Le Pliage comes in an 
array of different fabrics, sizes and colours to suit your every need. The Pliage Green line 
has an environmentally-friendly style with recycled polyamide canvas. It offers a second 
and more noble life to the materials used. The bag follows strong codes, like the horse 
embroidery, and has tone-on-tone Russian leather trimmings characteristic of Longchamp. 
A socially-responsible line for an everyday look that respects natural resources. The 
Honora French & Irish Sustainable Couture Show will notably feature pliages from the 
Longchamp TRES PARIS Summer 2022 collection. The TRES PARIS collection is a 
celebration of French art de vivre – an enticing evocation of a sun-drenched Sunday at a 
family home in Provence, with an old oak table set with colourful earthenware and crisp 
linens. More than ever, our Parisian shows us her curiosity, her passion for art and crafts. 
During her break in the South of France, she mixes prints, embroideries, flowers, stripes 
and more abstract patterns. She collects, she hunts, she twists and accessorizes her looks 
according to her discoveries. Savoir-faire, art de vivre, eclectic energy and elegance are 
the key words of this Summer 2022 season! 
 
 

 
 
Brown Thomas presents French brand Maje. The Maje woman wears clothing that is 
feminine yet bold, understated yet glamorous. Find effortless separates and sleek tailoring 
from this French brand created by Parisian designer Judith Milgrom. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.longchamp.com/ie/en/longchamp-tresparis/
https://www.brownthomas.com/brands/maje/
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Kimono Boutique, in Newcastle West, presents French brand Manoush. Born in 2002, la 
Maison Manoush is a French feminine brand which succeeded in the fashion world by 
breaking the rules. 
 
 

Marieflorence Keane 
 
Of dual French and Irish nationality, Marieflorence Keane is a third year fashion design 
student at the Limerick School of Arts & Design. She takes inspiration heavily from French 
film, music, and landscape. She is currently interning in Ateliers CHANEL in Paris. 
 
 

 
 
Marion Murphy Cooney did not stray far from her roots; geographically as well as 
metaphorically. This Limerick Lady waited until 2005 to launch her first bespoke label 
collection; but this was only a formality as her designs had donned the backs of many a 
long time before this. MMC designs encapsulates femininity in all its forms. 
Marion’s  decision to marry the contemporary with the classic ensure that each collection 
has never strayed far from its foundation stone. The result of this marriage is that each 
MMC design has a romantic edge that permeates each collection, but never dominates. It 
allows for an underlying, indomitable confidence; all in respect of the discerning wearer. 
Her creations are exuberant, facilitated by her emphasis on cut, a perfect grasp of style 
and a keen eye for colour.  They are pieces for day to day living as well as life events. They 
have repeatedly caught the attention of the discerning buyer as well as having been 
courted by celebrity clientele. Her studio is based in Nenagh, Co. Tipperary, allows her to 
work closely with local master craft people. This reflects Marion herself; harness the 
organic talent while never compromising on quality and style. If you seek out an original, 
inspirational piece, irrelevant of the occasion, then you just need a consultation. The rest 
is in safe hands. 
 
 

https://www.instagram.com/marieflorence_k_studio/
https://www.kimono.ie/shop/outlet
https://marionmurphycooney.com/
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Galway native Niall Tyrrell is a graduate of the National College of Art and Design. He is a 
couture designer based in Dublin and offers a ready to wear and made-to-order, bespoke-
couture service with his collections every season. Growing up in the countryside of East 
Galway has had an huge influence on his work and his love of country pursuits and the 
rural countryside has been a constant source of inspiration. After a sixteen-year 
collaboration under Tyrrell & Brennan, Niall has run the label under his own name since 
2013. His signature collections are evocative and feminine with a timeless yet 
contemporary elegance. He has a reputation for creating exquisitely tailored and crafted 
garments with an international appeal. Using luxurious fabrics and clean line silhouettes 
combined with his passion for texture and colour, his collections display his attention to 
detail and skill in fitting the female form. Having trained in the couture houses of London 
and Paris, his experience as a skilled draughtsman, tailor and designer has culminated in 
him being commissioned to design for several Oscar, Golden Globes and Grammy 
nominees, where his work has graced the red carpet. His collaborative work has also been 
worn by two female Presidents, actresses, the present First Lady of Ireland, musicians, 
Film and TV personalities. His label can be found in Marion Cuddy Irish Designers 
Emporium Powerscourt Dublin 2. 
 
 
 
 

 

Orlaith Carroll Murphy – The Attic Bridalwear 
Orlaith Carroll, owner of The Attic is an award-winning designer and a Fashion Design 
graduate of LSAD. During her time studying she took a year out to gain experience, moving 
to London to work with both Richard Nicoll and Alexander McQueen. On graduating she 
moved to New York to work as a pattern draughter for high end designer Derek Lam. On 

https://www.nialltyrrell.com/
https://www.theatticbridalwearboutique.com/
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Orlaith's return to Ireland she worked in the fashion industry in Dublin for a time until 
she decided to enter the world of bridalwear – the king of luxury. She moved home to 
Limerick to open The Attic. The Attic is situated in the heart of Limerick City, a secret haven 
for brides and their tribe. The boutique is bursting with beautiful dresses carefully 
handpicked from designers such as Elbeth Gillis, Anna Georgina and Alena Leena. The 
wonderful Attic team are on hand to offer you a one on one bridal experience, it is personal 
to us, we strive to help every bride to be her best self. We understand the importance of 
being able to adapt a style to suit a bride’s wishes, with this in mind many of our designers 
are happy to adapt and change their designs to suit a bride’s needs. We also offer a 
bespoke service to the bride who wants a certain aesthetic, sit down with the owner and 
inhouse designer, Orlaith Carroll, and create the dress of your dreams. Pop over to the 
bespoke page to see Orlaith’s bespoke brides. 
 
 

 

 
Irish designer Paul Costelloe is one of the most established names in British and Irish 
fashion. Paul began his path in the fashion industry at the Chambre Syndicale de la 
Haute Couture in Paris but found he learnt more just by living in Paris during the era 
of Ungaro and Cardin. He was then appointed Design Assistant to Jacques Esterel. 
Paul's creations are sustainable in that they have phenomenal wearability. The looks 
showcased will be from 'Curated by Design Centre - Kildare Village' who stocks Paul's 

beautiful collections. 
 

 
Brown Thomas presents French brand Sandro. For the Sandro woman, it’s all about 
attitude. Her favourite looks play with iconic styles and combine opposites. Never a slave 
to her appearance, the Sandro woman stays true to herself, feminine and free. 
 
 
 

https://www.paulcostelloe.com/
https://www.brownthomas.com/brands/sandro/
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Saraden Designs, Millinery Atelier began in 2016 by Irish Milliner Sarah O’Rourke. Sarah 
is an Award Winning Milliner whose aim is to bring Millinery back to the fore front of 
Fashion. We are a slow fashion brand who embrace sustainable production processes and 
emphasise the art of how our pieces are made and celebrate the skills involved. Our pieces 
are not mass produced, they are all handmade inhouse by owner Sarah, she also 
handmakes all the fabrics used in her designs. Her label can be found in Marion Cuddy 
Irish Designers Emporium Powerscourt Dublin 2. 
 

 
Catherine McCormack will be showcasing some looks by Sonia Rykiel who was a French 
fashion designer. She created the Poor Boy Sweater, which was featured on the cover of 
French Elle magazine. Her knitwear designs and new fashion techniques led her to be 
dubbed the "Queen of Knits". Rykiel invented various fashion techniques. She was the first 
designer to put seams on the outside of a garment, leave hems unfinished and use slogans 
on her sweaters. 
 
 
 

 
 
Irish design is synonymous with quality, style and craftmanship. Limerick man Synan 
O’Mahony trained as one of the country's top designers in Limerick College of Further 
Education as part of their Fashion Design course. He presents beautiful key fashion 

https://www.saradendesigns.com/
https://synanomahony.ie/
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collections that will prove to be a sustainable purchase and provide elegance and style 
that stands the test of time. 
 
 

 
Tina is a luxury womenswear designer who focuses on creating beautiful pieces for special 
occasions. An award-winning Irish designer based in Kerry, all her pieces are exclusively 
designed and made in Ireland with all her fabric sourced from the finest mills in Europe. 
Tinas previous experience in bespoke design allows her to bring an extensive knowledge 
of fit and function to her ready to wear collections. Her designs aim to evoke a feeling of 
classic elegance, femininity, glamour & style. Many of the pieces have a Vintage feel with 
a strong appreciation for fabrics and fit. The garments have a simple, well fitted silhouette, 
in a quality fabric and finish, with subtle details making an individual and unique piece. The 
timeless styling and beautiful tailoring in these collections ensures that they will be 
treasured for many seasons to come. 
 

 
 
Urban Aran is an independent Irish knitwear brand offering bold, colourful but considered 
knitwear for modern lifestyles founded by Christine Murphy in 2017. Her collections are 
influenced by urban art in all its forms. Designed to be cherished, each piece proposes a 
fresh balance of opposing elements: past and future, masculine and feminine, strength and 
softness, structure and fluidity. Through intuition and passion Christine conceptualised her 
brand as a luxury ready-to-wear knitwear designed to last a lifetime. The brand believes in 
slow fashion, designed and made for longevity.  Their customers are not bound to seasonal 
trends. Sustainability, craftsmanship and provenance guide everything we make, and 
ensure the long-lasting appeal of our garments. Sustainability, craftsmanship and 
provenance guide everything they make, and ensure the long-lasting appeal of their 
garments. 

https://tinagriffindesigns.ie/
https://urbanaran.com/
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The organisers wish to thank LeSiteDuMadeInFrance for their support.  
Lesitedumadeinfrance.fr is a search engine for Made in France clothes, homeware and 
toys that allows users to easily access more than 40,000 items from 600 trusted brands 
and distributors. Rather than purchasing items directly on Lesitedumadeinfrance.fr, users 
are redirected to the product page on the brand’s or the distributor’s website. 
Lesitedumadeinfrance.fr was designed to facilitate buying Made in France items on a daily 
basis, promote French savoir-faire and support local, sustainable modes of production and 
consumption. 
 

https://www.lesitedumadeinfrance.fr/

